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You know how it is, sometimes even the best made plans just don’t quite come together. 

You put your heart and soul and hard earned cash into a business or a partnership or 

investment, and it all turns to custard. The wheels fall off. It’s completely puckaroo. 

It can be stressful and it can take its toll. At The Law Connection it’s something we have 

seen often and we know from those experiences that some good plain english legal 

advice can mean the difference between a nightmare and a good night’s kip. So next 

time life dishes you up a curly one that you don’t quite feel able to deal with on your 

own, give us a call at The Law Connection. We’re expert at straightening out the curly ones.
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Unless otherwise expressly provided, and so as not to impose unreasonable or 

discriminatory conditions or limitations on the author (heretofore and henceforth 

referred to as ‘the author’), all contractual communications shall be authored in 

accordance with the author’s predilection, which is utter gobbledygook. Or, in other 

words, most contracts are written in incredibly complex legalese apparently in 

order to make the author look smarter than you! There will undoubtedly be times 

in your life when you’ll encounter language like this. At The Law Connection, we 

can help translate the incomprehensible into plain english and ensure you never

sign a contract that you don’t fully understand... because gobbledygook happens. 

LIFE HAPPENS
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Oh, how many times we’ve heard this one! It’s a sure thing! A dead cert! An absolute 

goldmine! And you know what, the minute you hear it, in the back of your mind there 

is a warning that it’s not a goldmine at all. In fact it’s more likely to be a bottomless 

pit that will consume your money and time like nothing you could ever have imagined. 

At The Law Connection, we can help you understand all of the things that you should 

examine before you buy or invest and help you uncover all of the information that’s 

important in making your investment decision. So next time someone offers you the deal 

of a lifetime, give us a call at The Law Connection. We’ll help do some digging around.

(Absolute)

Life Happens



Three months after moving into our new premises at 5 Ngaio Road, Waikanae, formerly 
, The Law Connection team are feeling very much at home. 

We’d like to say thanks to our new and existing clients for making us feel so welcome. 

we can bring some serious experience and expertise to almost any legal issue. 








